
 

 

 
WEST LONDON WASTE AUTHORITY  

Report of the Treasurer  23 September 2016 

Statement of Accounts for the year ending 31 March 2016 

SUMMARY 

This report presents recommendations arising from a meeting of the Audit Committee earlier 
on 23 September 2016. 

 

RECOMMENDATION(S) 

The Authority is asked to:- 

1) Agree the Audit Committee’s recommendation to approve the Statement of Accounts for 
2015/16 (Appendix 1) 

1. Introduction 

It is a statutory requirement to publish signed and certified Statement of Accounts by 30 
September. Therefore the Authority needs to formally approve its accounts, incorporating any 
changes required by the auditors as a result of the audit. 

The Statement of Accounts in Appendix 1 will need to be signed by the Chair, Clerk and 
Treasurer following approval at the September Authority meeting. Our external auditors will 
then certify the accounts. The signed and certified Statement of Accounts will then be 
published by 30 September. 

2. Statement of Accounts 

At its meeting earlier today the Audit Committee considered the statement of accounts and a 
range of supporting papers including: 

 Ernst & Young’s report summarizing the key findings from the external audit of the 
statement of accounts 

 The Annual Internal Auditors report 

 The risk register highlighting the mitigation and controls in relation to key risks 

 Annual Assurance Statements from Chief Officers and Senior Managers 

 

The Audit Committee was satisfied that the accounts and information provided ensure that the 
Statement of Accounts provide a true and fair view of the Authority’s finances for the year 
ending 31 March 2016. Therefore, the Audit Committee are recommending that the Authority 
approve the statement of accounts. 

There has been no notable change to the accounts first reported and considered in detail at 
the July Authority meeting. Only minor changes and presentational changes were identified 
during the audit process. The changes have been applied and the final out turn figure is as 
reported to the July Authority meeting with the accounts continuing to show strong operational 
performance and a healthy reserve position.  



 

 

3. Financial Implications – The financial position and performance are provided in the 
Statement of Accounts. 

4. Legal Implications – It is a statutory requirement for the Authority to produce annual 
financial statements. 

5. Impact on Joint Waste Management Strategy – The draft Statement of Accounts set out 
in this report demonstrates that the Authority is supporting the boroughs to deliver improved 
value for money to its residents in line with Policy 7 and demonstrates partnership working as 
set out in policy 8. 

Policy 7: The West London Waste Authority and constituent Boroughs will seek to provide 
waste management services that offer good value, that provide customer satisfaction and that 
meet and exceed legislative requirements. 

Policy 8: The West London Waste Authority and constituent Boroughs will work together to 
achieve the aims of this strategy and are committed to share equitably the costs and rewards 
of achieving its aims. 

 

Contact Officers 

 

Jay Patel, Head of Finance     020 8825 9524 

jaypatel@westlondonwaste.gov.uk 

Ian O’Donnell,  Treasurer      020 8825 5269 

Odonnelli@ealing.gov.uk                                     
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